Further, W/S is isomorphic to the subgroup of automorphisms in Aut(G/K, M/K) that can be extended to automorphisms of G, where K = K(G; 92). If N Q G, then K can be replaced by N in the above statement.
Proof. For gEG, p~~Iu1, YE%, g-lg"vu-' = g-l(gpn)"-' for some n E N = &A"-1 E N, since N is m-admissible.
Therefore tq-r E !R, and so X 4 9.X.
To prove the second part, note first that K is a (normal) !UI-admissible subgroup of G. For K is generated by elements of the form glgy, v E '3, and for to E%X N) ) Q Aut G, and (Aut G)/% is isomorphic to the subgroup of automorphisms in Aut(G/N) that can be extended to automorphisms of G.
We shall now apply the above results to the case that G is a finite p-group with Frattini subgroup @. Let 5 = Aut(G; @). Then 5 is precisely the group of all automorphisms of G fixing G/Q elementwise. Putting M = 0 in Theorem 1, we shall show in the following theorem how to choose N C @ so that '% is contained in the center of 3. This will serve as a basis for an induction argument to obtain (in Theorem 3) an upper bound for the nilpotency class of 3. By the induction hypothesis, y+ = yupk for some u E I',-r , k E rj . Hence [Y? gl = [Y, glb, dp mod G+, .
Noting that [y+, w] and [u, g] are elements of rj , and denoting their product by h, we obtain b+= bh"modr,+l, her,, and the lemma follows. COROLLARY 2. Let M,(pm) be the group of all n x n matrices x = (xii) with coe@Gnts in the ring of integers modulo pm and such that xii = 0 (modp) whemxer i #j and xii = l(modp)(i = l,..., n). Then for n 3 2, M,(p") is nilpotent of class m - 1. Proof. Note Hence for any 0 E Aut G, it follows1 that be = bk mod G' and so be = bk mod Q, for some k relatively prime to p.
Next, since gp(a, , @> is characteristic1 in G (see [4; 2.1]), therefore a0 s = ad mod @ for some j relatively prime to p. Noting that G is generated by b and a, it follows by Corollary 1 that Aut G/s is Abelian and of order < (p -1)2. To complete the proof of (i) we select k and j to be primitive roots modulo p and note that in that case B* above and OL* defined by ba* = b, a;" = aij (i = O,..., ps -1)
are automorphisms of G which induce automorphisms of order p -1 in G/CD.
(ii): In [7; Theorem 5.11 we showed that G has nilpotency class p" whence 3 has class > pS -1, which is the class of the group of inner automorphisms of G.
If s = 1 then I'JI',,, has exponent p (i = l,..., p). Hence by Theorem 3, 3 has class < p -1 and equality follows.
